These remarks are the result of an investigation into the connections among the spectra of the various operators defined on the sequence spaces lp by the same infinite matrix.
We will have need of the following notation. Let [lP] denote the algebra of bounded linear operators mapping the sequence space lp into itself. If A is an infinite matrix which defines an element of [lP] (we shall sometimes use the statement A £ [lp] to express this state of affairs), we shall denote that operator by Ap. We shall denote the transpose of the matrix A by A'. Let 11-4*11 denote the norm of the operator Ap on the sequence space /", and let o~(Ap), \<t(Ap)\ and p(Ap) denote its spectrum, spectral radius and resolvent set respectively. If T is the operator defined by the infinite matrix (tn) we shall denote by T the operator defined by the infinite matrix (hi), where z denotes the complex conjugate of the complex number z. Similarly, if we have a vector x=(£i, l-2, • ■ ■ ), then x will denote the vector (h> h> ' ' ' )• The symbol lP(n) will denote the vector space of ntuples of complex numbers, such that if x = (£i, £2, • • • , £n)£2p(n), then |H|p=(E"=i |£»lp)l/p-Given a number p, p' will denote the number p/(p-l) if l<p<<*>, and will denote » or 1 respectively, according as p = 1 or p = 00. The statement "q lies between p and p'" will mean p g q ^p' or p' ^ q g p respectively, according as 1 ^ p ^ 2 or 2<p^ CO.
M. Riesz has proved that if A is a matrix transformation of h/a(n) into liif(m) and Mae is its norm, then Ma$ as a function of the point (a, B) has the property that log (Map) is a convex function in the tri- (2) \\Aq\\ g II^IICr-GJWCr-^ll^llls-pJr/tr-p)î t being understood that if r= oo, then (r -q)/(r -p)=r/(r -p) = l. (For the case where p = 1, q = 2, and r = oo, this is simply a reformulation of a theorem due to J. Schur [3, p. 6 ].) Or, since it can easily be shown that ||-4p'|| = ||(.<4%||, if we let 1 gpg oo and let a lie between p and p' we can restate (2) as (3) \\Aq\\ g \\A,\\t>+<il-*»i<*-*><\\(At)p\\to-*M*-*):
We note that (2) In the special case where 1 gpg oo and a lies between p and p', we can use the well known fact that o-(AP') =a((A')P) together with the inequality (5) to derive the following inequality, provided both A and A' belong to [/"]. We shall now use the inequalities (2) and (3) to derive some set relationships among the spectra of the operators defined on the sequence spaces lp by the same infinite matrix. We are therefore forced to conclude that C is not connected, which is in contradiction to our assumption that C is a component.
We note that (b) implies, among other things, that a(Tp) and a(Fr) always have points in common. Knowing from a classical result that Ti = (Tt)i implies that o(T2) is real, we are led to the desired conclusion. Our final theorem was suggested by Professor Angus E. Taylor. Now suppose that (X7 -T)(lq -lp) Eh ~ h-It follows that (X7 -T)~HP 3 lp, for if x £ lp and (X7 -T)x = y, then y £ lp and (X7-T)~1y=x, whence x£(X7-T)~HP. If we now assume that xE((\I-T)~l(lp)-lP), then x=(X7-F)-1y, where y£/" and x£/3>. But (X7-F)x=y, which implies that yElq -lP by our assumption that Q^I-T)(lq -lp)Eh~h-This is a contradiction and we are thus led to the conclusion that (X7-T)~l(lp) -lp is void, and this with our earlier conclusion implies that lp = (\I-T)~1lp.
Thus we see that (X7-F)-1 (and hence alsoX7-T) sets up a 1-1 map of lP onto lp. From this it follows that (X7-T)"1 is bounded, for it is known that the inverse of a linear 1-1 map of a Banach space onto itself is bounded. The desired conclusion follows immediately.
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